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ABSTRACT 
We consider the linear transformation T(X) = AX - CXB where A, C E M,, 
B E M,. We show a new approach to obtaining conditions for the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution X of the matrix equation T(X) = R. As a consequence of 
our approach we present a simple characterization of a full-rank solution to the matrix 
equation. We apply the existence theorem to a general form of the observer matrix 
equation and characterize the existence of a full-rank solution. 0 1997 Elsevier 
Science Inc. 
NOTATION AND KEY WORDS 
The following symbols and key words are used in this paper: 
M 
cl0 
Set of n-by-m complex matrices; M,,, = M,. 
Column space of X E M,, k. 
N(T) Null space of a linear transformation T : M,, s -+ M,, $. 
A o B Kronecker product of matrices A and B [lo, Chapter 41. 
A @ B Direct sum of matrices A and B [9, Chapter 01. 
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a(A) 
Vec(*> 
AT 
ej 
Ei,j 
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Set of all eigenvalues of A E M,. 
Vec(X> = [XT, xi,. . . , xllT E Cnxk, where xi is the ith column 
of X E M, k [lo, Chapter 41. 
Transpose of A E M, m. 
ej = (0 *** 0 1 0 **: o)r E @“, where 1 is at the jth position. 
E,,j = [0 *.* 0 ej 0 *** 0] E M,, where ej E @” is in the ith 
column, i.e., E, I = [e, 0 *em O] E M,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the matrix equation 
AX - CXB = R (1.1) 
where A,C E M,, BEM,, and REM,, are given, and XEM,~ is 
unknown, n > s. 
Some special cases of Equation (1.1) are the Sylvester equation [5], [12] 
AX-XB=R (1.2) 
and the Lyupnou equation [lo, Chapter 2.21 
AX+XAT=R. (1.3) 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a unique solution 
of the equation (1.1) is well known. Suppose (+( A), U(B), and g(C) are, 
respectively, the spectra of the matrices A, B, and C. Then there exists a 
unique solution X of the Equation (1.1) if and only if 
[o(C). u(B)] n a( A) = 0. 
This can be verified easily by noting that the equation (1.1) is equivalent to 
the linear system 
(Z@A-B’@C)vec(X) =vec(R). (1.4) 
There are other results concerning the existence of a unique solution for 
generalizations of (1.1). For example, there exists an explicit expression for 
the unique solution of the matrix equation C A’XD, = R [ 111, and a numerical 
algorithm for solving the matrix equation AXB - CXD = R is proposed in 
[4]. But it is unknown when the unique solution X E M,, s of the equation 
(1.1) is full-rank. The problem of characterizing a full-rank solution, in 
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particular, a nonsingular solution when n = s, occurs in practical applications 
such as the eigenvalue assignment problem, construction of the Lunenberger 
observer, etc., that arise in control theory [3]. There are some partial answers 
for the problem of characterizing a full-rank solution of special cases of the 
equation (1.1). For the Sylvester equation 
Ax-XB=R (1.5) 
DeSouza and Bhattacharyya [l] gi ve a necessary condition for the existence of 
a full-rank unique solution X. They showed that the controllabilities of both 
(A, R) and (Br, ET> are necessary for existence of a unique full-rank 
solution. The problem of characterizing a nonsingular solution of the Sylvester 
equation is also well studied [6, 81. Characterization of nonsingular solutions 
to the Lyapunov equation (1.3) was given earlier by Carlson and Loewy [2]. 
For a brief history see the recent paper by B. Datta [5]. 
In this paper we develop a new approach to solve the equation (l.l), give 
an explicit expression for the unique solution X, and provide a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of a full-rank unique solution for the 
problem, which generalizes the result of DeSouza and Bhattacharyya for the 
Sylvester equation. 
Finally, we show how our method can provide an immediate answer to 
the following general form of the well-known Sylvester observer problem [5]: 
LetA,CEM,, R~M,,,and2’=(h~,...,h,)~@begiven. FindBEM, 
such that c+(B) =2’ and 
AX - CXB = R (1.6) 
has a full-rank solution. The original Sylvester observer problem is: Find a 
full-rank solution to the equation 
AX - XB = FG (1.7) 
where A, F E M, are given, and B E M, and G E M, s are chosen such 
that B has a preassigned spectrum and (Br, Gr) is controllable [3]. 
By exploiting the required controllability condition, the Sylvester observer 
equation can be reduced to 
AX-XB=[O F]EM,,$. (1.8) 
Thus, the problem of finding a full-rank solution X of (1.8) with a preas- 
signed spectrum is indeed a special case of the problem (1.6): set C = I, and 
replace [O F 1 by an arbitrary R E M,, S. 
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We show how our method can be applied to solve a general form of the 
rank-one Sylvester-observer problem. 
In Section 2 we describe the theoretical foundation for developing the 
technique that we use in Section 3. In Section 3 we give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for (1.1) to have a unique full-rank solution. In Section 4 
we provide a condition for the existence of a unique full-rank solution for a 
general form of the rank-one Sylvester observer problem. 
2. THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES 
The following many properties of the Kronecker product are easy to 
verify. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A E M,,, and B E M, 9. Then 
(i) A @ B = (A @ Z,)(Z, ~3 B) = (Z, Q BX A 8 I,); 
(ii) rank( A 8 Z,) = rank(Z, 8 A) = n rank( A). 
Let A E M,, B E M,, and R E M, s, n > s. The pair (A, R) is control- 
Zabb if ranHR AR *** A”-‘R] = n; (A, R) is subcontrollable if there 
exists an integer 9 such that rank[ R AR a** A9- ‘R] > s. The index of a 
subcontrollable pair (A, R), denoted by index( A, R), is the least integer 90 
such that rank[ R AR *.* A9o-‘R] > s, i.e., index( A, R) = 9O = 
min(9 : rank[ R AR *** A9- ‘R] > s}. 
Controllability of the pair (A, R) obviously implies its subcontrollability. 
If s < n, then the pair (I, R) is not controllable but is subcontrollable 
whenever rank R = s. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A E M, and R E M, s, and suppose (A, R) is subcon- 
trollable. Then index( A, R) < s. 
Proof Let R = [rl .** rS] E M,,,. First we show that for some 9 3 1, 
if cl( A9R) c cl([ R AR +a* A9- ‘R]) then cl(A9+lR) z cl([ R AR 0.. 
A9_lR]). Hence once for some 9 > 1 we have cl(A9R) c cl([R AR 0.. 
A9- ‘RI), then cl(AtR) c cl([ R AR *** A9- ‘RI) for all t > 9. Thus, sup- 
pose for some 9 > 1 
cl( A9R) G cl([ R AR ..a A9@R]), 
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i.e., for each i = 1, . . . , s, 
Aqri 
for some scalars cx/:&. Then 
9-l s 
cc t* at’:j, A’lr 
t,=o t,=1 
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(2.1) 
9-l s 
Aq+‘q = A( AQi) = A c c o$,Atvtz 
t,=o C-1 
= ‘c 2 a$, A” + ‘r t2 
t,=o t,=1 
= i a$)It,A%-t’t, + ‘i:” k at(:jz Atl+ ‘r tz * 
t,=1 t,=o t,=1 
If we substitute for Aqrt2 the right-hand side of (2.1) for t, = 1,. . . , s, then 
after rearranging the terms, we see that for some scalars Rt,t,, 
o-l r 
Aq+‘q = ~‘z c PtltpAtlrt~ E cl( [ R AR ... Aq-‘RI). 
t,=o t2=1 
Thus once ranHR AR *** Aq-lR] = rantid AR **a Aq-lR AqR] for 
some 9, the rank cannot be increased by adjoining AQ+ ‘R, i.e., 
rank[R AR . . . Aq-lR] = rank[R AR . . . A”-‘R A”R] 
= rank[R AR . . . AqR Aq+‘R] 
= . . . . 
otherwise the pair (A, R) is not subcontrollable. 
Since (A, A) is subcontrollable, each successive adjoining of the matrix 
AqR to the matrix [R AR a** As- ‘R] must increase the rank by at least one 
before the rank reaches s. Therefore, rantid AR *** A"- 'R] > s, and 
hence index( A, R) Q s. n 
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If rank R = 1, the following shows that subcontrollability implies 
index( A, R) = s. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A E M, and R E M, s, and assume that (A, R) is 
subcontrollable. lf rank R = 1, then index( A, R) = s. 
Proof. If rank R = 1, then rank A”R < 1 for all 9. Thus, index(A, R) 
> s. But since index( A, R) < s, we have index( A, R) = s for the subcontrol- 
lable pair (A, R). n 
We similarly define controllability for a triple of matrices A, C E M, and 
R = M,, s* A triple (A, C, R) is controllable if ranHA”-lR Anm2CR .** 
AC”- 2R C” ‘R] = n and is subcontrollable if there is an integer 9 such 
that rank[ A’-‘R A’fP2CR ... Cq-‘R] 2 s. The index of a subcontrollable 
triple (A, C, R), denoted by index( A, C, R), is the least integer 9a such that 
rank[ A’()- ‘R A%-2 CR . . . C”O-‘R] 2 s. It is clear that if either A or C is 
an identity matrix, then the condition reduces to the condition of subcontrol- 
lability for a pair of matrices. 
It can be easily verified that results analogous to Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 
2.3 again hold for triples if AC = CA and either A or C is nonsingular. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A, C E M, be such that AC = CA, and assume either 
A or C is nonsingular. Let R E M, S. Suppose (A, C, R) is subcontrollable. 
Then index( A, C, R) < s. Further&ore, if rank R = 1 then index( A, C, R) 
= s. 
Now write 
[ R AR ... A9V1R] = [I A . . . 
= 1 A . . . 
[ 
Let T = [tij] E M,. Lemma 2.1(i) ensures that 
[ Z A ... A9-l](T 8 R) = [Z A . . . 
rR 0 
A9-11 *.. 
I 0 R 
A’-‘]($ @R). 
A9-l]($ 0 R)(T @ I,). 
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If T E M, is nonsingular, then T Q Z, is nonsingular and hence 
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rank[B AR . . . Aq- ‘R] 
= rank{[z A ... Aq-l](zq @ R)} 
= rank{[z A ... A@](1, @ R)(T @ I,,} 
= rank j~lt,lAjplR j$lt,jAj-9? *.* i tqjAj-‘R . 
j=l 1 
The preceding observation can be generalized easily to the triple 
(A, C, R). 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose (A, C, R) is subcontrollable with indelr( A, C, R) 
= q. Then ranHdcj9, It,j Aq-jCjPIR *** Cj9=ltqjAq-jCj-1R] > s for any 
nonsingular T = [tij] E M,. In particdar, for any set ofscalars {ai}, a, E @, 
rank ( Aqml + a,Aq-‘C + *** +aq_,C”-‘)R [ 
(Aq-’ + a,Aqm3C + *** +aq_,Cq-2)CR *** 
(A + a,C)Cqm2R Cq- ‘R] 
= rank ‘[Aq-1 ... 
\ 
(T 8 I)( Z @ R) 
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0 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
0’ 
0 
1 
is always nonsingular. Furthermore, if rank R = 1 then index( A, C, R) = s 
and 
rank[( As-l + u,A’-~C + **. +a,_,C”-‘)R *** 
(A + u&)C”-~R C”-‘R] = s. 
3. LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS AND NONSINGULARITY OF X 
Consider the linear transformation T : M, s + M,, s given by 
T(X) = AX - CXB, (3.1) 
where A, C E M,, B E M,, and AC = CA. We define linear transforma- 
tions @, , cpk : M,, s -+ M, s as follows: 
@‘o(X) = x, $(X) = (Ak + a, AkplC + a, Ak-‘C2 + a** +akCk)X 
for k = 1,2,..., (3.2) 
cpo( X) = x, (pk(X) = CkX(Bk + a,Bk-’ + ..* +akZ) 
for k = 1,2,..., (3.3) 
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where the a,‘s are given scalars. In addition, we define linear transformations 
S, : M,,, + M,,, such that 
S,(X) = (Ak + a,AkelC -t a,Ak-‘Cz + .** +akCk)X 
+( Ak-’ + a,Ak-‘C + *** +ak_lCk-l)CXB + *** 
+( A + a,C)Ck-‘XBk-’ + CkXBk 
= @‘k(X) + @‘k_l(CX)B + *a* ++,,(Ck-lX)Bk-l+ @,(CkX)Bk 
for k=l,2,.... (3.4) 
Set S,(X) = X. We have the following easily verified relations among these 
linear transformations. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let @k and Sk be the linear transfomtions defined in 
(3.2) and (3.4). Assume AC = CA. Then 
6) A@,(X) = @k+l(X) - ak+lCk+‘X; 
(ii> A[@k_i(C’X)B”] - C[<Pl,_i+l(C’-lX)Bi-l]B = -Uk_i+lCk+lXBi 
for i = 1, . . . . k. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let T, Sk, Qk, and cpk be the linear transformations 
defined in (3.1)-(3.4). Assume AC = CA. Then 
T&(X)) = Sk(T(X)) = ‘k+dX) - qk+l(x)* (3.5) 
Proof. Since A and C commute, a simple computation verifies the first 
equality. We show the second equality. 
For k > 1, (3.1), (3.2), (3.31, and (3.4) give 
T(Sk( x)> 
= AS,(x) - csk( X)B 
= A[ak(X) + @k_@X)B + *** 
+aqCk-lX)Bk-l+ q)(CkX)Bk] 
- c[@k(x) + @k_l(CX)B + “* +$,(CkX)Bk]B 
= ABk( X) + 
( 
i A@k_i(CiX)B” - C@k_i+l(Ci-lX)Bi-l * B 
i=l I 
(using Lemma 3.1) 
= @k+l(X) -ak+lCk+lX- i ai_,+,Ck+lXBi - CaO(CkX)BkB. 
i=l 
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Since C@ 0 (CkX)BkB = CkflXBk+r, 
T@,(X)) = @‘k+l(X) - [ck+lxpk+l + a,Bk + *** +akB + Uk+lZ)] 
= @‘k+dX) - ‘pk+lw 
as desired. 
Set 
T(X) = Ax - CXB = R, (3.6) 
where R E M,,. S. Then from Theorem 3.2, we have for k > 0 
T(Sk(X>) = S,(T(X)) = @‘k+1(X) - cpk+l(x) = Sk(R)* (3.7) 
Note that if k = 0, the last equality in (3.7) is the matrix equation (3.6). 
Solvability of the matrix equations (3.6) and (3.7) is related by the 
following result. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Zf the matrix equation T(X) = R is solvable, then the 
matrix equation d$+JX) - (P~+JX) = S,(R) is solvable for k = O,.... 
Conversely, if a,+ 1(X) - qk+ ,(X) = Sk(R) is solvable for some k > 0, 
then there is some R’ E N( Sk) such that T(X) = R + R’ is solvable. 
Proof. Suppose T(X) = R is solvable, and suppose T(X,) = R. Then 
@‘k+l(XO) - qk+l(xO) = Sk(T(XO)) = 'kc'). 
Thus, X0 is a solution of the matrix equation @k+ r(X) - (Pk+ r(X) = Sk(R). 
Conversely, suppose for some k B 0 that @k+ r( X0) - vk + I( X0> = Sk(R) for 
some X0 E M, S. Then T(S,(X,)) = S,(T(X,)) = @k+r(Xo) - $$+r(x,) = 
S,(R). Thus, ‘S,(T(X,) - R) = 0, or T(X,) - R E N(S,). Therefore, 
T(X,) = R + R’ for some R’ E N(Sk). n 
Corollary 3.3 ensures that if N( Sk> = (0) (that is, if the linear transforma- 
tion Sk is nonsingular), then solvability of the matrix equation Qk+ r(X) - 
(Pk+ r( X> = Sk(R) implies solvability of T(X) = R. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. Assume that the linear transformution S, is nonsingular 
for some k > 0. Then the matrix equation T(X) = R has a solution X, E M,, s 
if and only if the matrix equation Qk+ ,(X> - (pk + 1( X> = S,(R) has a 
solution X, E M, s. 
Corollary 3.4 asserts that solvability of T(X) = R is equivalent to solvabil- 
ity of Q’k+i(X) - (Pk+l (X) = S,(R) whenever Sk is nonsingular. We have 
the following simple criterion for nonsingularity of Sk. 
LEMMA 3.5. The following are equivalent: 
(i) [a(C).o(BI] fl a(A)=0; 
(ii) T is nonsingular; 
(iii) S, is nonsingular if and only if S,(T) = T(S,) = @k + 1 - & + 1 is 
nonsingularfor k = 0, 1, . . . . 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is well known. Suppose T is 
nonsingular; then if Sk is nonsingular, Sk(T) must be nonsingular as a 
composition of two nonsingular linear transformations. The converse of (iii) is 
also trivial. If T is singular, then it is easy to verify that (iii) cannot hold. n 
The expression (3.5) can be simplified further by choosing some suitable 
values for the a,, i = 1,. . . , k in the expressions (3.21, (3.3), and (3.4). For 
our purpose, we choose ai’s that are the coefficients of an annihilating 
polynomial of B. For example, the annihilating polynomial can be chosen to 
be the minimal or characteristic polynomial of B. In that case, ‘&+ r(X) = 0. 
Then, from (3.7) we have 
T&(X)) = S,(T(X)) = @k+dX) = sk(R) 
for some k > 0, or 
@k+l(X) = (Ak+’ + a,AkC + *** +ak+lCk+‘)X E Gk+lX= Sk(R), 
where the a,‘s are the coefficients of an annihilating polynomial of B. It is 
important to note that (3.8) is simply a system of linear equations. 
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Now assume [a(C) * c+(B)] n a( A) = 0. Then if 
p(x) = Xkfl + ulxk + *** +ak+l = (x - A,) --* (x - hk+l) 
is the minimal or characteristic polynomial of B, the scalars hi must be the 
eigenvalues of B. In this case, Gk+i = (Ak+’ + u,AkC + 1.. +ak+,Ckil) 
in (3.8) has a factorization 
G k+l = (A - h,C)( A - A&) . ..( A - hk+$). 
Since the matrices A and C commute, there is a unitary U E M, such that 
U*AU = T, and U*CU = T,, where both T, and T2 are upper-triangular 
matrices. Then 
U*Gk+iU = U*( A - A,C) ... (A - Ak+iC)U 
= (T, - A,T,) *** (T, - A,+,T,). (3.9) 
Thus it can be seen easily from (3.9) that G,, 1 is a nonsingular matrix if and 
only if [c+(C)* o(B)] n c+(A) = 0, where Ai E c+(B), i = 1,. . . , k + 1. 
We state this observation as a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let Gk+i = Ak+’ + a,AkC + ... +akACk + ak+iCk+‘, 
where the ai’s are the coejkients of the minimal or characteristic polynomial 
of a given B E M,. Then G, + 1 is a nonsingular matrix if and only if 
[u(C) * a(B)] n a(A) = 0. 
Note from Lemma 3.6 that if the u,‘s are chosen to be the coefficients 
of the minimal or characteristic polynomial of B, then [ CT+(C) * u(B)] n 
a( A) = 0 if and only if ak+ i is a nonsingular linear transformation. But 
in this case the nonsingularity of S,(T) = ak + 1 implies Sk is nonsingular by 
Lemma 3.5. Thus Corollary 3.4 gives the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose A, C E M,, B E M,, and R E M, s, s < n. Let 
be such that T(X) = AX - CXB, AC = CA, and suppose 
are the coeficients of the minimal or characteristic polynomial 
G k+l =A k+l + u,AkC + ... +uk+,Ck+l E M,. 
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Then the following are equivalent: 
(i> [a(C) * c+(B)1 n a(A) = 0; 
(ii) T is non-singular; 
(iii> S, is nonsingular; 
(iv) T( X> = R has the unique solution X, = Gii 1 S,( R). 
A consequence of Theorem 3.7 is that if (aili = 1, , k + 1 are the coefficients 
of the minimal or characteristic polynomial of B then T(X) = R has a 
unique full-rank solution X, = GiJ,S,(R) if and only if S,(R) E M,,, is 
full-rank. Thus, the existence of a unique full-rank solution of T(X) = R is 
completely characterized by existence of a full-rank S,(R). In the following 
we show that if rank R = 1 then S,(R) is full-rank if and only if (A, C, R) 
and (Br, ET> are subcontrollable. This generalizes the result of DeSouza and 
Bhattacharyya [ 11. 
The following is easy to verify. 
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose A E M,,, and B E M,,,, s < m and s < n. 
Then rank AB < min{rank A, rank B}. Consequently, if rank AB = s then 
rank B = s and rank A > s. Furthermore, ifs = m then rank AB = s if and 
only if rank A = rank B = s. 
Now write 
S,(R) = ak( R) + $+(CR) B + *** +@,@R) Bk 
= Ak 1 . . . A 11 I I 
Z 
(zk+l@R)(T@zs) $ 
= Ak [ . . . A Z](z~C~...~Ck)(T~,I,)(zk+l~R) 
(3.10) 
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is nonsingular and the q’s are the coefficients of the minimal or characteristic 
polynomial of B E M,, k 6 s. 
Suppose S,(R) is full-rank. Since T @ Z is nonsingular, both 
and 
are full-rank by Lemma 3.8, so that both (A, C, R) and (Br, Rr) are 
subcontrollable with index Q k. Thus we have the following: 
COROLLARY~.~. Suppaw Sk(R) E kf,,, is full-rank. Then both (A, C, R) 
and ( BT, RT) are subcontrollable, index( A, C, R) < k, and index( BT, RT> Q 
k. 
Now we consider an important special case, rank R = 1. In this case, 
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 ensure that subcontrollability of (A, C, R) and ( BT, RT) 
implies index(A, C, R) = index(BT, RT) = s. Thus we set k + 1 = s. 
THEOREM 3.10. Suppose A, C E M,, B E M,, and R E M,, s, s < n. 
Let T(X) = AX - CXB, AC = CA. Suppose [U(C). CT(B)] 17 (+(A) = 0, 
and let Iai]i=,,.,.,, be the coejhcients of the characteristic polynomial of B. 
Set G, = A” + al AS-‘C + *.a +a,C’ E M,,. Suppose rank R = 1. Then the 
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following are equivalent: 
(i) Both (A, C, R) and ( BT, RT> are subcontrollable. 
(ii) S,_ JR) E M, s is full-rank. 
(iii> T(X) = R h& a unique fdl-rank solution X, = G,- ‘S, _ &RI. 
Proof. Suppose rank R = 1. Then there exist nonsingular P E M, and 
Q E M, such that 
PRQ = = [e, 0 -0. o] = R' E M,,,. 
Write A’ = PAP-‘, C’ = PCp-‘, and B’ = Q-lBQ. Then rank S,_,(R) = 
rank[PS,_,(R)Ql and 
S:_,( R’) = PS,_l( R)Q 
= [ A’S-1 . . . A’ I] I 
I 
C’ 
0 
z 1 
x( Z, 8 R’)(T 8 7,) 
= [A--l . . . A’ Z](z@ c’ @ 
0 
C rs-1 
CB C"-I)( Z @ R’) 
X(T@Z,) 
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- 1 0 . . . . . . o- 
a, . . 
is nonsinguiar. 
Notice that (Z, 8 R’)(T 8 Z,) = (Z, @ R’XT @ Z,XZ, @ E,,,), where 
E 1.1 = [el 0 *** 0] E M,. Then there is a permutation II E n/i,2 of the 
form 
such that 
[ArS-l . . . A’ Z](Z $ c’ 83 *** CB c’S-‘)(ZS ‘8 R’)n 
= [FI o] E M,,,z, Fl E M,,, 
and 
F, E M,. 
Notice that IIr(T @ Z,)II = Z, Q T. Therefore, 
S’_,(R’) = [AfS-l . . . A’ Z](Z $ c’ @ *** @ c’S-l)(ZS ‘8 fi’) 
xIIIIT(T 8 Zs)l-IIIT( Z, 0 E,,,) 
= 
[Fl O]rv(T cx, Z,)rI = FITFz. 
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Thus, rank S,(R) = rank S;(R’) = rank F,F,, where 
237 
rank( F,) = rank{ [ A”-’ .-. A Z] (I @ C 8 *** @ C”-‘)( Z, @ R)]. 
(3.11) 
and 
1: 
= rank Z Br . . . @+(I, Q Rr)}. (3.12) 
Now from (3.11), (3.12), Lemma 2.4, and Lemma 2.5 it is easy to see that 
if rank R = 1, then (A, C, R) and ( BT, RT) are subcontrollable if and only if 
rank F1 = rank F, = s. Furthermore, rank F, = rank F, = s if and only if 
rank S,_ r(R) = rank Fl F, = s, so that S,_ i(R) E M,, s is full-rank by 
Lemma 3.8. Since the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is a consequence of 
Theorem 3.7, we conclude the proof. n 
4. EXISTENCE OF A UNIQUE FULL-RANK SOLUTION 
TO THE SYLVESTER OBSERVER PROBLEM 
In this section we apply Theorem 3.10 to a general form of the Sylvester 
observer problem to obtain a unique full-rank solution. We describe the 
problem: 
Let A, C E M,, R E M, s, and 9 = {A,, . . . , A,} c C be given. Assume 
AC = CA and rank R = 1. kind B E M, such that (T(B) =Pand T(X) = 
AX - CXB = A has a unique full-rank solution. 
The rank-one case of the Sylvester observer problem (1.7) is a special case 
of this problem when C = Z and FG is replaced by an arbitrary matrix 
REM,,. We assume [c+(C)*_‘?] n a(A) = ~~~~~~~~ E a(C), A. ~9’) n 
o(A) =’ 0 to guarantee the existence of a unique solution. It follows from 
Theorem 3.10 that T(X) = R has a unique full-rank solution X, = 
G,- ‘S, _ 1(R) if and only if S, _ i(R) is full-rank. Again, S, _ i(R) is full-rank if 
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and only if both (A, C, R) and (Br, RT> are subcontrollable [with 
index( A, C, R) = index(BT, Rr) = s]. 
The nature of our problem allows us to choose B such that o(B) =5? 
while A, C, and R are f=ed. We show that there always exists B E M, such 
that o(B) = 2 and ( BT, RT> is subcontrollable. Therefore, in this problem 
the subcontrollability of (A, C, R) is necessary and sufficient for the existence 
of a full-rank S, _ r(R). Moreover, we provide an explicit B that solves the 
problem. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose _Y= {A,,..., A,} c C, and let a rank-one matrix 
R E M, s be given. Then there always exists B E M, such that u(B) =p4p 
and (B’, RT) is subcontrollable. 
Proof. If rank R = 1, there are nonsingular P E M, and Q E M, such 
that 
pRQ = R’ = [e, 0 **. 
Set B = Q-‘B’Q, where 
B’ = 
0 
- a, 
1 
0 
--as-, 
0 
0' 
. . . 
1 
--a1 
the companion matrix of the polynomial p(x) = xi + alxs-’ + **a +a, = 
(x - h,)***(x - A,). 
It is easy to verify that a(B) =2’. We must now show that ( BT, RT> is 
subcontrollable to conclude the proof. 
Notice that the first column of ( B’T)k, k < s - 1, is ek+ i. Thus, a simple 
computation shows that 
(B’T)kR’7 = [ek+l 0 ... 0] EM,.. 
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Hence, 
rank RrT B’TR’ *** 
[ ( B”)8-1R’] 
BTRT . . . ( B~)"-'R] =s, 
so that ( BT, RT> is subcontrollable, as desired. 
In the following we let T(X) and G, be as defined in Theorem 3.10. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose A, C E M, and AC = CA. Let R E M,,, s, have 
rank 1, and&L?= {A,,..., A,} G @ be giuen. Assume [c+(C) *_P] n m(A) 
= 0. Then there is a B E M, such that u(B) =2 and S, _ ,(R) is full-rank 
if and only if (A, C, R) is subcontrollable. Consequently, there is a B E M, 
such that cr(B) =_Yand X, = G,-lS,_,(R) is a unique full-rank solution to 
T( X> = R if and only if (A, C, R) is subcontrollable. 
Proof. Suppose rank R = 1. If there is a B E M, such that a(B) =_Y 
and S,_ ,(R) is full-rank, then (A, C, R) must be subcontrollable by Theorem 
3.10. Since there always exists B E M, such that a(B) =_.F and (BT, RT) is 
subcontrollable by Lemma 4.1, S,_,(R) . f ll- is u rank whenever (A, C, R) is 
subcontrollable. The theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3.10. n 
CONCLUSION 
We summarize the main contributions of this paper: 
(1) Obtaining an explicit expression for the solution of (1.1) in terms of a 
product of matrices. 
(2) Deriving a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
unique full-rank solution of (1.11, thus solving an outstanding problem in this 
area. 
(31 Solving a general form of the Sylvester observer problem for the 
rank-one case. 
We believe the results of this paper will be useful not only to the linear 
algebra community, but to the applied mathematics and control engineering 
community as well. 
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